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FOREWORDTO VOLUME III
The pyrotechnic shock data for aerospace
systems compiled under Contract NAS5-15208 is
contained in two volumes. The two voh,mes
are divided into five divisions and the divisions
are further subdivided into parts. The separation
of data among the five divisions is as followsz
VOLUME II
Division I - Pyrotechnic shock data asso-
ciated with _tructure cutting
charges such as mild detona-
ting fuse (MDF) and flexible
linear shaped charge (FI.SC).
V6LUME III
Division II - Pyrotechnic shock data
associated with explosive
nuts and bolts.
Division III - Pyrotechnic shock data
associated with pressure
cartridge actuated devices
such as pin pullers and
cable cutters.
Division IV - Pyrotechnic shock dat_
associated with extensive test
programs on three space vehicles.
Division V - Pyrotechnic shock data from flight
events.
The first three divisions are further sub-
divided into three pazts each depending on the type
of structure on which uhe data were measured.
These subdivisions are as follows:
Part A - Data from skln-ring-frame s=rucrures.
Part B - Data from truss suructures.
Part C - Data from structures other than
skin-ring-frame or truss structure.
The separate parts are further divided into
sections and each section is a complete unit of
data.
Division IV contains shock data from thre3
extensive tests programs on three different space
vehicles. Each test program is a separate part
of Division IV and contains data from several
different types of pyrotechnic device8 or the
particular vehicle. These data are contained in a
separate division for ease in comparing the effect8
of different pyrotechnic devices on a space vehicle.
Division V contains flight data from four
flight programs. Because of the li_i_ations
inherent in f!iEht telemetry systems, the
quantity and quality of available data is limited.
!ii
Each volume of data contains a complete table
of contents for all thc data. Each of the @t_e
divisions contain_ a table of contents describing
the data within that division except Division I,
which has a table of contents for each part.
Tne numbering system used in these d_ta
volumes is as follows: each s£ctlon within a
part is given a three character identification.
The first character is a Roman Numeral which asso-
ciates the section with one of the five divisions
that make up the two data volumes. The second
character is a capital letter (A, B, or C) that
associates the section with one of the three Parts
in a given Division. The third character is the
number of the section in a particular Part. The
first section of Part A in Division I would be
numbered I.A.I. The tables and figures in a
section are identified by the section number
followed by the number of the figure or table
it. the section. For example, the third figure
in Section I.B.2 would be cited as Figure I.B.2-3.
The data within a section is presented in such
a manner that is can stand by itself, Generally,
pertinent informatioll about a Section is presettted
in outline form consisting of brief descllptions o£
the purpose, the test configurationt the pyrote_hulc,
the structure, and the data acquisition/redurti_L_
systems, Additional information and remar_<J a_
sometimes included to further describe the data.
These d:_scussions are not analyses or conclaslo**,_:
they are intended to complete the description of
the data. The analyses are contained in a separate
volume. The descriptive summary is followed by
the necessary tables and figures. Finally, the
data are presented in the form of shock spectra
with their corresponding acceler .... time h_stories.
In some cases the data from a single test
program may logic._lly fit at two or more lo_at_ons
within the data volumes. This happens when either
a single structure is subjected to more than one
type of pyrotechnic device or when the shock
from a single explosive device is measured in
more than one type of structure. In these cases,
the data is presented in one of the logical parts,
and reference to it is made in the other logical
Part(s).
Under a subcontract to this study Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company compiled shock data
that summarized their experience in the field
of shock testing and analysis. This report
Y
is contained in Volumes IV a_d V entitled "Com-
pilation of Pyrotechnic Dat8". Each part in Volume
II and III contains _ list citing areas of the
Lockheed report which would apply to that Part.
The data in each section is presented in the
form of shock spectra and the associated time histories
when available. Unless otherwise stated the shock
spectra in each section are absolute acceleration
shock spectra; i.e. the absolute acceleration of a mass
when subjected to base acceleration plotted as a function
of the natural frequency of the damped single degree
of freedom system.
The shock spectra data were anlyzed by both analog
an_ digital techniques. The type of analysis for
each set of data is stated in the descrlpti_n of dats for
that section. The majority of spectra were analyzed
using a damping factor of Q = i0. The damping factor
(Q) is stated in the description of data for each section
and is not presented on the individual data sheets.
Whenever possible the data is presented in such
a manner as to afford a measure of repeatability
between similar and/or identical tests.
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Flexible linear shaped charge
Lincoln experimental satellite No. 6






Orbiting Vehicle No. 5-2
Post injection propulsion system






FOk_<)IqD _0 DIVISION II
>!vi in: ii c,_:, uins _:y.__t.,:i_ni: .h_::k i<{t_
as_;o:'i_ted ,,'<th ex_,losive bolts and _uts on skin-
ring-f _ me _._a :rus._ _tructu_es. Cartridge dnitiated
:_e_hrhtion n_t_ we_'<_ _,e b:'rotechnics :_ssociated
with much of th-_ test d_ta presented in Division II.
However, such a pyrotechnic is effectively an explosive
nut rather t!_an a cartridge actuated device. Thus,
the _,ut_ fr,m _ tt_t involving a cartridge Ictuated
separ_tior_ nut is presented in Division II rather
than Division llI.
A l_rge portion of the d_ta (_56 spectra and
time h_istories) in tni_ /ivlsion is associ{ted with
_ contro "ed /round test conducted at Martin Y_rietta
to obtcin data for use in thi_: study. Most of the
u:_,ta w_:: obD_in,d on trus: structures. Another test
c<::.t'd:Cn{ _!3_ shock :_pectr'a co_F-_res the shock
le.<i, _ iie to wi:'ious ty_:es of se[:_r;_tion hardware.
In _',:-tic,_l _:, it c,:mpares _:i::6!,_ _'_I dual c_rtridge
seZur_t_-,n :,utah. A third :_ection comp_,res the shock
levels in n !i/ht-weizht tru_ : structure due to single
TABLE OF CONTENTS
DIVISION II
EXPLOSIVE BOLTS AND NUTS
PART II.A
Skin-Ring-Frame Structures
Section Title Pyrotechnic Number of
Device Shock Spectra
II.A.I POGO Shroud Sep-
aration Tests.








































A series of various confidence tests were performed
on the Polar Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (POGO). The
shock testing phase was conducted to determine the shock
loads on the spacecraft and the spacecraft adapter ring due
to shroud separation.
DESCRIPIV_ON OF EVENT
Separation is initiated by the detonation of six
explosive bolts, four holding the two shroud-band assem-
blies together, and two at the aft end of the shroud.
The nose joint latch mechanism is released when the bands
separate, and the separation thruster system, consisting
of two springs in the conical section and two springs at
the base of the shroud, move the shroud halves in opposlte
(+Y, -Y) directions, perpendicular to the X axis. Pivot
hinge fittings, located on the aft enJ cf each shroud half
and the forward end of the vehicle midbody cause the
separated shroud halves to pivot and rotate until they
disengage from the vehicle and fall free. The test set-up
for simulating this event is depicted in Figure II.A.I-I.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
No. of time histories
No. of shock spectra
Type of analysis
Frequency range








These shock spaccra ere presented as Figures II.A.I-4
through II.A.I-10.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA PYROTECHNIC
Six explosive bolts located as discussed in "Descrip-
tion of Event."
DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE
The clamshell shroud cor.sists of two halves of
laminar phenolic fiberglass with a fiberglass nose dome
structurally attached to one of the halves. See Figures
II.A.I-I through ll.A.l-3.
DESCRIPTION OF ACCELEROMETERS
Type: Endevco model 2225
Location: Figures II_A.I-2 and II.A.I-3
Axis of Sensitivity: Table II.A.I-I
DEgCRIPTION OF DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Tape rucorders: ._npex FR-II4 (0 -I_ ......
_,.,au frequency
response)
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LOCATION OF ADDITIONAL DATA
Additional pyrotechnic shock data compiled for explosive
nuts and bolts with propagation in skin-ring-fr_me structure may
be found in the following sections of this d ta volume:
II.B.1 Figures 38 through 61









A_ditional pyrotechnic shock data for explosive nuts with
propagation in skin-ring-frame structures maybe found in the




PYROTECHNIC SHOCK DATA COMPILED FOR




>IARL'-LN GXOUND "'"'_'_"Li,,:_._ ,_ .... TASK [<
P[]I{F'(_] (3!'[ET;i_S
Ful] scale Titan Ill components wire utilized in the:
perior_nce of a controlled pyrotechnic sh_)c_ test progra_
perfo_ncd to dctezvnine:
I) The repeata_ 'J'ty of pyrotechnic shock measure-
llte P1t E" °
2) Tile influence of intervening structure on shock
propagation and atEenuation characteristics.
3) _le co!lectio1_ of i_formation to aid in the
0etemuination of structural simulation require..
ments for pyrotechnic shock systems.
DESCRIPiION OF EVENT
A total of ni,eteen (19) tests were conducted on four
d[ffere_tt configura__tons of the [[itan ill Payload Truss
(Figures I I.B.i-I and II.5.i-2) a'- follows:
Con[ig_r_tiou I Payload Truss installed on
trans ta%_, skirt
CLu_fi:,,uration lla - Payload T_'uss freel 7 suspended
Cc,nff.:urat!,_ lfb - Payload Tru_:s freshly suspended
with du_1\" saL-ellites inscalied
Configuration IH Payload Truss installed on
hydrostatic test tool (rigid
fixture).




These four mounting configurations are depicted in
Figures II.B.I-3 through II.B.I-6, respectiw_,ly. IXtmrny
satellites (Figures li.B.l-7 and II.B.I-8) were mounted
in all configurations except fla.
For each test one separation nut was detonated, and
that nut was always located at the truss attach point
indicated ir Figure II.B.I-i. The separation nut employed
was of the gas pressure cartridge actuated variety: the
nut separates into four segments kolio_ing the build-up
of pressure in the nut supplied by the cartridge. Figures
_I.B,I-9 and II.B.I-I,;: [llusUranes dm nut/pressure cartridge
configuratJ on.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
No. of time h£stori<s
No. of shock spectra
TyTe of anal,,sts









3 points per octave
Q=I0
_ese shock sFectra ,ire presented _long with their
corrcs@¢nding time histories as Figures II.B.I-14 through
II.B.!-157 as indexed in Table II.B.I-I. The data are
presented by configuration in order of measurement
number. See also Table II.B.I-4
DFSCRIPTION OF PYROTECHI_IC
Pressure cartridge actuated separation nut. A
description of the pressure cartridge charge follows:
Prime charge: 90 mg pressed zirconium
Base chaL'ge: 346 mg boron and potassium nitrat_
Booster charge: 86 mg boron and potassium nitrate
Sustainer charge: 193 mg ar_nonium nitrate and rubber
Location: Figures II.B.I-I threugh II.B.I-7 indicate nut
()ricntacion for the various test configurations.
Fi!_urcs II.B.I-9 and II.B.I-10 depict the nut/pressure
caL'tridge _ssembly.
D_SCP_IPi_iON OF STRUC_I_I_
Pav__,_loadt_us_ tubular members of w_rious diameter
Transta_ _k_rt
Ski::: aluminum, 0.028 i_ic]_ t h_k
Long_r_:n: alt:_linum section, sc_ Figure I[.B.I-!I
Ring-frame: aluminumsection, see Figure II.B.I-II.
S_ealso Figures £1.B.I-I through II.B.I-8
DESCRIPTION OF ACCELEROM_TERS
Type: Endevco model 2225
Locations: Table II.B.I-2 and Figures II.B.i-!,
£I.B.I-2, II.B.I-12, and II.B.I-13
Axis of Sensitivity: Tabic II.B.I-3
DESCRIPTION OF DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Tape Recorders: Ampe_ ES-100 (0-20,000 Hz frequency
response)
Amplifiers: Kist!er 504A (0-I00,000 Mz frequency
response)
Galvcnometers: CEC Type 7-362
COMMENTS
The accelerometer instrumentation equated volts RMS
to g_q peak and thus the acceleration data is valid to a
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9, i0 ii, 12
9,10 11,12
9,10 11,12






































































































9, I0, ii, 12
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A(Ci, Li _iO_iF_L< R !OCATI{_C_S
P_ Dist.a1_ce ['_rom Transt___ Distance From*
Truss Shock ,%ources SkirL Shock Source
i 3 ii 3
2 3_ 12 18
3 65 13 36
4 104 14 55
5 ]_4 ] 5 68
6 38 16 102
7 57 17 160
8 76 18 216
_'_Tllese distances were determined based on shock propagation
through tile longerous and rin_,-frames and not the skin.
• z r
T_LE II.B.I-3























Oriented with axes of truss
member
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LOCATIONS OF ACCELEROMETERS ON PAYLOAD TRUSS
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TITAN III-M SEPARATION .NUT TESTS
PURPOSE OF TESTS
A series of test detonations of different types of
separation hardware was conducted to compare the shock
levels produced by Titan III-C separation nuts with those
produced by the _pp_ration nuts proposed for use on Titan
III-M.
DESCRIPTION OF EVENTS
The test installation (Figures II.B.2-1 and II.B.2-2)
consisted of two Titan III-C transtage skirt sections used
to simulate the separation interface. _:e skirt section
ccntaining guidance and instrumentation trusses was
attached to a base fixture. The second skirt section was
inverted and attached at each of the four matchlng
longerons using the separation hardware applicable for
each test. For each test all four separation nuts were
detonated.
Three different separation nut configurations were
tested, and three tests were conducted for each configura-
tion. Table II.B.2-1 indicates the separation hardware
associated with the various tests. Each nut was caused
to divide into four segments by the detonation and pressure
f
193
build up of the attached pressure cartridge(s). The nut/
pressure cartridge configurations are shown schematically
in Figures II.B.2-3 and II.B,2-4.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
No. of time histories











3 points per octave
Q=IO
These shock spectra are presented with their corresponding
time histories as Figures II.B.2-8 through II.B.2-79.
DESCRIPTION OF PYROTECHNIC
Pressure cartridges actuate separation nuts. A
description of pressure cartridge charge follows:
Prime charge: 90 mg pressed zirconium
Base Charge: 346 mg boron and potassium nitrate
Booster charge: 86 mg boron _nd potassium nitrate
Sustainer charge: 193 mE ammonium nitrate and rubber
Locations: Nuts located 4 place sy,tnetrlcally around
specimen. Figures II.B.2-1 and II.B.2-2.
Configuration at each location: Table II.B.2-1 and
Figures II.B.2-3 and II.B.2-4.
_, .'•_i r r? i •
DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE
Longeron: aluminum, Figure ii.B.2-7
Skin: aluminum, 0.028 inch thick
Ring-frame: aluminum, Figure II.B.2-7
Truss members: aluminum, 1.5 inch square section,
0.0625 inch wall thickness
Figures II.B.2-2, II.B.2-5 and II.B.2-6 for overall pic-
ture.
DESCRIPTION OF ACCELEROMETERS
Type : Endevco model 2225
Locations: Table ll.B.2u2 and Figures II.B.2-5 and
II .B.2-6
Axis of sensitivity: Table II.B.2-2 and Figures
II.B.2-5 and II.B.2-6.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Tape recorder: Ampex ES- i00 (O-20,O00Hz frequency
response)
Amplifiers: Kistler 504A (0-100,000Rz frequency
response)
COMMENTS
The following shock spectra show a lack of correlation
between the time history peak accelerations and shock
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PAYLOAD TRUSS SHOCK PROPAGATION TESTS
PURPOSE OF TESTS
These tests were conducted to obtain shock propaga-
tion and attenuation data for llght-weight truss struc-
tures. A second major objective was to compare the result
of using multiple charges with the effect of using a
single charge.
DESCRIPTION OF EVENTS
The Article 5 Payload Truss (SESP) was attached to
the Titan IIIC transtage with separation nuts and bolts
at each longeron as shown in Figure II.B.3-1. Dummy
satellites were installed in the truss, and safety cables
were attached Lo the truss to prevent excessive movement
of the truss during the test.
Testing consisted of seven shots detonating either
ode or all four of the separation nuts. Each nut was
caused to separate into four segments by the detonation
and pressure build up produced by the attached pressure
cartridge. The nut/pressure cartridge configuration is
depicted in Figure II.B.3-2. Table II.B.3-1 indicates
the quadrant(s) in which the expigsive nut(s) were
actuated for each test. The locations of the quadrants
!
_:78
are called out in Figure II.B.3-3.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
No. of time histories











3 points per octave
Q=I0
These shock spectra are presented along with their
corresponding time histories as Figures II.B.3-4 through
II.B.3-43. Due to the various combinations of pyrotechnic
configurations and measurement locations, Table II.B.3-2
has been prepared to facilitate convenience in locating
particular measurements.
DESCRIPTION OF PYROTECHNIC
Single cartridge 3/4 inch separation nuts were used
with one nuc at each location.
Nuts: PD3350007-005 (mfg.: Hi Shear Corp.)
Nut and cartridge configuration: Figure II.B.3-2
Pyrotechnic locations: Table II.B.3-1 and Figures
II.B.3-1 and II.B.3-3





The charges contained in the pressure cartridges are as
follows :
Prime charge: 90 mg pressed zirconium
Base charge: 346 mg boron _:id potassium nitrate
Booster charge : 86 mg boron and potassium nitrate




Type : Endevco model 2225
Locations: Table II.B.3-3 and Figure II.B.3-3
Axis of Sensitivity: Figure II.B.3-3
DESCRIPTION OF DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Tape recorder: Ampex ES-100 (0-20,000 Hz frequency
response)
Amplifiers: Kistler 504A (0-I00,000 Hz frequency
response)
COMMENTS
A number of time histories appear to be beyond the
noted calibration level. However, the instrumentation
equated volts RMS to gfs peak. Thus, the acceleration
data is valid to a level of 1.414 greater than the noted
calibration level. Those cases where the acceleration level













DIFFERENCES AMONG TEST RUNS
Number of Location of Accelerometer
Nuts Fired Nut(s) Fired Locations Monitored
I Quandrant I 1,2,5,6
i Quandrant II 1,2,5,6
4 Quandrants I,II,III,IV 1,4,5,10
4 Quandrants I,II,III,IV 1,4,7,8
I Quandrant I 1,3,4,6
i Quandrant II 2,6,12,13

































































3 Vert., 4 BL
4 BL
4_































































7 Vert., 8 BL
8 WL, 8 Vert.
9BL, 9WL
9 Vert/10 BL
i0 WL, I0 VeEr
11 BL, 11 WL
11 Vert., 12 BL t
12 WL, 12 Vert.
13 BL, 13 WL
13 Vert.
TABLE II.B.3-3
DISTANCE OF ACCELEROMETER LOCATIONS FROM SHOCK SOURCE
Accelerometer Distance in Inches
Location Shot_.___s Shot...._.ss Shots
No_.=. 1 and 5 3 and 4 2,6 and 7
i 0 0 105
2 105 * 0
3 42 * *
4 72 42 *
5 68 63 I00
6 I00 * 68
7 * 68 *
8 * 112 *
9 * * 156
10 * 112 *
II * * 138
12 * * 116
13 * * 106
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PYROTECHNIC SHOCK DATA COMPILED FOR
EXPLOSIVE NUTS AND BOLTS ON
STRUCTURES OTHER THAN SKIN-RING-FRAME OR TRUSS
328
ILOCATION OF ADDITIONAL DATA
Additional pyrotechnic shook data compiled for explosive
nuts and bolts with propagation in structures other than truss










LOCATION OF RELATED LOCKHZED D_.TA
Additional pyrotechnic shock data for explosive nuts with
propagation in truss structures may be found in the follo_ing






\FOREWORD TO DIVISION III
Division III contains pyrotechnic shock data
associated with cartridge actuated devices (ocher
than cartridge actuated separation nuts) on truss and
spacecraft structures. Part A contains referenceu
to shock data from skin-ring-frame structures pre-
sented in other sections of this report and in the
I,ocmheed data volAmes. Parts B and C contain 6
sections of data from various types of spacecraft
shock tests which used cartridge actuated pin










Location of Additional Data




III.B.I Satellite Release Tests
III.B.2 Separation Shock Tests
of TOS-M Spacecraft
III.B.3 OAO Separation Test







Model 2 Saparation Test
III.C.2 ATS Separation Test
III.C.3 OGO-F Antenna Ejection
Location of Additional Data
Location of Related Lockheed Data
PART II.C
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PART III.A
PYROTECHNIC SHOCK DATA COMPILED FOR
CARTRIDGE ACTUATED DEVICES IN
SKIN-RING-FRAME STRUCTURES
|
LOCATION OF ADDITIONAL DATA
Additional pyrotechnic shock data compiled for cartridge
actuated devices for propagation in skin-ring-frame structure
may be found in the following sections of Volume II:
I.A.5 Figure 7 through 58
I.B.3 Figures lO, iI and 22 through 33.
535
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LOCATION OF RELATED LOCEH_ED DATA
Additional pyrotechnic shock data for cartridge actuated
devices propagation in skin-ring-frame structures may be





PYROTECHNIC SHOCK DATA COMPILED FOR




0V5-2 SATV_LLITE EJECTION TESTS
PURPOSE OF T_STS
The objective of these tests was to obtain the shock
levels associated with the 0V5-2 satellite ejection.
DESCRIPTION OF EVENT
The 0V5-2 satellite depicted in Figures III.B.l-1
and III.B.1-2 was ejected by a pin puller, locafed
a_ si_own in Figures III.B.1-6 and III.B.1-7, pulls
a pin which releases a pre-loaded compression spring.
Following release, the 0V5-2 satellite would be
ejected free of the payload truss into orbit. How-
ever, during the three tests performed the release
mechanism only pushed the satellite 4 to 6 inches
its motion w_s arrested by friction with the mounting
canister.
DESCRLOTION OF DATA
No. of time histories















These shock spectra are presented along with their
corresponding time histories as Figures II.B.I-8
through III.B.I-19.
DESCRIPTION OF PYROTECHNIC
The pressure cartridge actuated pin-puller system
uses two PD60S0129-505 pressure cartridges (manu-
factured by McCormick-Selph Associates). The charges
contained in each pressure cartridge are as follows:
Prime charge: 90 mg pressed zirconium
Base charge: 346 mg boron and potassium nitrate
Booster charge: 86 mg boron and potassium nitrate
Sustainer charge: 193 mg ammonium nitrate and
rubber
Although both pressure cartridges fired during testing,
only one cartridge is required, while the presence
of the second cartridge is to insure satellite release
in the event of a misfire.
DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE
Aluminum truss structure and satellite mounting
b_'acket. See Figures III.B.1-3 through III.B.1-7.
DESCRIPTION OR DAT_ ACQUISITION SYSTem4
Tape recorder: Ampex ES-IOO (0-20,0OO Hz
frequency response)
Amplifiers: Kistler 504A (O-lOO,O00 Hz frequency
response )
TAaU__iI.B.I-I
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SEPARATION SI[OCK TESTS OF TOS-M SPACECP_FT
PURPOSE OF TESTS
The objective of these tests was to determine
the typical shock environment associated with TOS-M
spacecraft separation from the third stage booster of the
Thor/Delta launch vehicle.
DESCRIPTIO_ O9 EVENTS
For these tests the TOS-M Dynamic Test Unit, shown
in Figure III.B.2-1, was suspended by counter weight/
hoist suspension system. A 37-inch diameter attach fitting
simulating the Delta third stage was mounted to the bottom
of the Dynamic Test Unit by means of a separation attach
clamp. The separation event was simulated by actuating
the two ordnance bolts cutters integrated into the attach
clamp system. Following the action of the bolt cutters,
separation springs and gravity forced the simulated third
stage with the attach fitting away from the spacecraft
without further interaction. Ten such tests were conducted;
however, tests 506_7 and I0 used only one bolt cutter in-
stead of the normal two.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
Twelve different accelerometer locations were monitored
during testing, Either five or six shock spectre are
_60
presented for each measurement location.
No. of time histories











20 points per octave
Q=I0
These shock spectra are presented along with the time
histories for Separation Test No. i as Figures III.B.2-3
through III.B.2-14. Table III.B.2-1 is an index indicating
which test afforded data for the various accelerometer
locations.
DESCRIPTION OF PYROTECHNIC
Ordnance bolt cutters integrated into attach clamp
assembly as illustrated in Figure III.B.2-2 were used. The




Type: Endevco model 2225
Locations: Table III.B.2-1 and l:igure III.B.2-2
Axis of sensitivity: Table III.B.2-1 and Figure III.B.2-2
),_,1
DE_A ACOUISITION SYSTDI
Tape recorder: Sangamo _.lodel 471-RB































Baseplate, rib 5 1-6
Baseplate, rib 5 1-6
Baseplate, rib 5 1-6
Baseplate, rib 5 1-6
Baseplate, rib 5 1-6










































LOCATIO_ OF ACCELKIOMETER$ FOR TOS-:I DYI_,IC TESTS
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ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY (OAO) SEPARATION TEST
PURPOSE OF TEST
The objective of this test was to determine the
._hock levels produced in the OAO spacecraft by the
spacecraft separation event.
DESCRIPTION OF EVENT
The O_ spacecraft in flight configuration as
illustrated in Figure III.B.3-1 was suspended with an
adapter section attached to the aft end, The separation
mechanism was a marmon clamp having 4 bolt cutters located
(90 ° apart) around the spacecraft adapter interface. The
bolt cutter locations are shown in Figures III.B.3-2 and
III.B.3-4. After detonation of the bolt cutters, the
adapter section fell freely away from the spacecraft and
was brought to rest by a net as depicted in Figure III.B.3-3.
DESCRIPTIO N OF DATA
No, of time histories















These shock spectra are presented alon 8 with their
corresponding time histories as Figures III.B.3-5 through
Figure III.B.3-27
DESCRIPTION OF PYROTECHNIC
Each of the four bolt cutter assemblies is released
by the detonation of a pressure cartridge that shears the
heads off four bolts at each location. However, the
attachment assembly consists of a hinge typ_ fitting such
that the large load carrying bolt is not cut, but smaller
bolts (approximately No. i0 screws) were severed to affect
spacecraft separation.
The pressure cartridge used was a MuCormlck-Selph
part No. 5401.
DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE
The OAO spacecraft is a structure of octagonal cross
section consisting of a central cylindrical shell surrounded
by a region of truss structure where all the experiments
are housed. A truss type structure divides the outer region
into eight longitudinal bays with letter names as indicated
in Figure III.B.3-4. A ]ongltudinal truss member separating
two bays is denoted by the letters of the two adjacent
379
i
bays. In other words, the me_bers between bays A and B
would be cited as "truss AB". Furthermore, there are
two longitudinal truss members asscclated with the
description "truss AB": an outter member at the corner
of the octagon and an inboard member at the junction of
the central cylinder.
The structure also subdivides each bay into six segments
(shelves)stacked one above the other. These segments are
designated by numbers from I to 6, numbering from the top
down. Hence, the next to the bottom segment in Bay D
would be designated as location "D-5". Figure III.B.3-1
presents a view of the entire structure.
DESCRIPTION OF ACCELERO_IETERS
Type: Endevco model 2221C
Locations: Table III.B.3-1 and Figure III.C.3-4
Axis of Sensitivity: Table III.B.3-1 with the coordinate
system in Figure III.B.3-4.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA ACQbqSITION SYSTEM
Tape recorder: Au_ex FR1200
Amplifiers: C1_rge type amplifiers manufactured by
Endevco, Dynamics and Unholtz-D_ckie.
CO._R_ENTS
Due to the rather low sampling rate of 12,500 samples
per second, the shock spectra are considered to loose





Location No. Location Station Axi__._s
ii EMT* Bay B-I 45 X III.B.3-5
16 EMT Bay B-6 150 X,Y -6,-7
35 EMT Bay D-6 150 X,Y,Z -8,-9,-I0
49 EMT Bay F-I 50 X,Z -11,-12
58 EMT Bay F-6 156 X,Y,Z -13,-14,-15
73 EMT Bay H-6 150 X,Y -16,-17
90 Inboard Truss EF 156 X,Y -18,-19
I00 Outter Truss EF 138 X,Y,Z -20,-21,-22
106 Outter Truss EF 80 X,Z -23,-24
121 Inboard Truss AB 120 X,Y,Z -25,-26,-27
*EMT = equipment mounting point on a truss structure called





Adapter SectAon _ .


























• Approximate Accelerometer Locations
O Bolt Cutter Locations at Station 160
Figure 111.9.3-4. Schematic of Accelerometer Locations
_85
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Accel. No, 7_ Date: October 1968
Sensitive Axis: X
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#LOCATION Or ADDITIONAL DATA
Add_Lt_onal PTrotech_c shock data 0oBptled tor oletrLdl o
actuated deTlees for propaption in truss struGture mm7 be
fou_l in the tollowiq _ctloa of Volwm %%1
I.E.) riSuros 12 throush 21
IP_ IZI°¢
I_,OTILCWIIC SMOCKDATA ¢(_ILm rOlL
¢&II'III,IDOI ACTU&TIIDDIW," :|S |II







IIX:SPIA Dt:YTLOPHFJ4TItOD£L _ SEPMIATZOI AilOCK _eT
PURJPOU Of tEST
The prLmary obJecttva of the test we to deveXop slid
vertfy ehock teettnli techniques for use tn follow-oa
queltflcatt_ te_te oe the ePO8ee boost uocor end the
q_tlLtLeatio, epa©e©rati.
DtlCtZl_0l, QF IYDrT
The test c_nftlNrntto4_ dapteead in rtpre ltt.C.l-I
coneteted of the LI)CBP/A bWLOlmOlSt Model 3 8pMeeraft
eupported by a eprin8 duopeneioa eyatn froq the cetlin8 oC
the taut chamber. A _rmofl attach clMlp tdenttea| to the
flijh, article connected the adapter oectio,, niuulatilqj the
expinde4 thLrd sta8 e II_oater, to the eft end of the opine-
craft. Jeperatlon eoaetated of the farina of ave ordnance
bolts ¢utter8 which severed their respective bolts to e11_,
the releane of the emruu_ _liip. Upml aeperatims,
adapter laotian fell freely for three feet, • fell _lch
we srreoted by m foam pal on the floor.
_SCttP11_ (W nAT_
No. of true historiee
Duration
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FIGURE I11.C.I-I


































































































l'he objective at this te,_t .la t_ _etermtne
the shock level=s produce_ in "he ATS vehlcle 4_e to
the boo;_t_r :;,'J' ,r",tio_ eVerkto
D_qR_P:ION OV _V_ll'
?h. Appllc_t_or,:_ Technology $:_tellite w_e suspended
in tt_,:con:'l_;_ration :ieplcted It. Figure IXX.C.2-1.
•_ne satel_ita cona_oted of cylladric,l solar arrays
connected by a load carrylag thrust tube. The lower
stag_. _dnpter section w_s attached to the art end
at th, :_atelllte t..r_st tube by means of a Y-band
_ep_r,tlon joint. The two ,el%V-contaln,,_ (no fra(_mente)
•_epar_tlon bol'_, the V-band _8_embly were detonated
and _llo_eJ the rele_:_ o_ pr._o_ded spring _ct'_atora
-'*tt).e :_ep,r_tlon pl,ne. Following nep_rqtion, the
_J;,pter .,_._:tionc.nt-,Inlng :_., ,:xpe._ded V-band ,_s
_llow_d to f_,ll ,,_,y from th_ ._',e;llte. Fl_u_'e
ill. ".._-, iiiu:,tr,,to;_ '.,_.._,eF'_r_tlon pl._ne (qft end












1%o_e aho,:g ,p,¢tra _r, pre:Lented +Llon_ _._ th their
curre_r.11nK +.Lie himtori_, _s gi$+'re_ XII.C..?-3
t'r+u+h II!,¢,+?-9.
_;_ch _,lt ._n of 0._ inch diameter (_pprox.) and required
the ur,+ ,+f a .,elf-con,.-,Ined presage cartridge/piston
,,',+ ,,=' ;y t)',-,_(en _,r,-lf,iI the bolt in tension.
:h- ;>r++_.,+r,.:-,r'rii_e con++Isted of a ZO mS igniter
c+,r<e ms4 a +*in ch_rse of SO m+ of Zerclo. The
-,,xt_ :re._ur.. developed in the piston device was
."+'. [,*i. ."he :.o :el+r-_tlon bolts were located
•+._,'_:+....,
•%+h th_ u_l-+r qnd lo_er -++l:_rarrays are hollo,+
7_Ini.+r'. _+f _lumin,_+_ honey¢)mb ro,Jghly i/2 inch thick
_r,n+ct.l to_=tt',-r by -_._n_ of the cylindrical t_.rumt
tube forming a yo-yo appearin6 configuration. The
thrust tube is the load carrying structure 9rid supports
numerous radial beams and panels containing the ex-
periments _r,d equipment associated with the ATS
m_ssion. A closer examination of the detail at
the top of Figure III.C.2-2 reveals some of these
equipment locB tions.
DESCRIPTION OF ACC_LF__OMETE_q
Type: Endevco model 2221
Locations: ?igure III.C.2-1
Axis of Sensitivity: Table III.C.2-1
DESCRIPTION OF DATA ACIUISITION SYST_4
Tape recorder: Ampex model 1300
Amplifiers: Endevco model 7302 PT charge type
amplifiers
COMMENTS.
Due to the rather low sampling rate of 12,500
samples per second, the shock spectra are considered
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O00-r Antenna _jection Te:_t
(Orbiting Geophy_ic_l Oboervatory)
_he t_ t objective w_ to measure the shock
leve_,_ produced _n the OGO-F _earch coils due to the
Od_-F r-2_ Antenn_ P.jection event.
or
The O00-F r-E_ antenna ejection test item consisted
of a _aa model of the antenn,t and t_ree search coils
ae a_own in Plg_re III.C.3-1. The antenna and its
¢lbel'glaee b4ee are e,upvorted by four aluminum legs
_tt_ched tG a honeycomb p_nel. _wo search coils are
• o'_n_,J in delrin (a n_lon - like material) which
in attached to the honeycomb base. _hese two _earch
eolla are ortho|on_l, one above the other, parallel to
the ho_e_cumb p_nel, and diagonal to the four upright
le_. ._e thir4 coil ie mounted upright near the
• "J_e of the honeycomb i_nel.
_* _ep_r_ble protlon of the _ntenna w_s held
to the antenn._ b_ne by two dlagor_ally opposed
_,_,o,_wh.'ch received their clamping force from
an ln_er_>nn, ctin_; bolt. A bolt cutter freed the
.e;_r_ti,)n ',Irin h _n4 _ count_rweJ._t _u_pen_ton.
The antenna was slightly over counterweighted to
achieve a good separation. The separated configura-
tion is depicted in Figure III.C.3-2.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
No. of time histories







These shock spectra are presented along with their
corresponding time histories as Figures III.C.3-3
through Figure III.C.3-10.
DESCRIPTION OF PYROTECHNIC
The bolt cutter was a No. 2802 Holex Guillotine
Cutter. It cut a bolt at the unthreaded part where the
diameter was 0.138 inch. The bolt location is in-











See Figure III.C.3-I and III.C.3-2, Also,
see "Description of Event".
DESCRIPTION OF ACCELEROMETERS
Type: Endevco model 2225
Locations: Table III.C.3-1 and Figures III.C.3-1
and III.C.3-2.
Axis of Sensitivity: Longitudinal
DESCRIPTICN OF DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Tape recorder: Ampex FR 13OO





I_DEX OF DATA LOCAf JONS
















lower deck, near leg
lower deck, near leg
top, near separgtion
plane












































O0_..F Antenn_ Ejection 'rest ]
Z l
Accel, No. 1 Date. November 1968 I
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LOCATION OF ADDITIONAL DATA
Additional pyrotechnic shock data compiled for cartridge
actuated devicws for propagation in structure other than skin-













LOCATION OF RELATED LOCKHEEDDATA
Additional pyrotechnic shock data for cartridse actua-
ted devices prop4t|aC_.u8 in structures other than skin-tin|j-frame
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thickness on th_ external surface of the vehicle
except for selected areas where the actual heat
shield was installed.
D_SCRIPTION OF ACCELEROMETERS
Type: Endevco Model 2225
Locations: Figure IV.A-1 and IV.A-6
DESCRIPTION OF ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Tape recorders: CEC VR-3400
CEC 5-702
Amplifiers: 12 Endevco model 2713A charge
amplifiers
6 Eudevco mode_ 2702B voltage
amplifiers



































































PRIME BOOSTER SEPA_{TION TKSTS
DESCRIPTION OF PYROTECHNIC EV_S
The test configuration for Shot 1 utilized
three explosive bolts like the one depicted in
Figure IV.A.I-I with 3.1 Ib/ft 3 honeycomb
shock absorbers installed. The test results indicated
that there was a time lag of approximately 12 milli-
seconds between the firing of the center bolt and
that of the two outboard bolts. Each bolt produced
a shock which occurred during ignition and a second
shock which occurred approximately 1 to 2 milliseconds
later. All honeycomb shock absorbers were completely
crushed.
In an effort to find a way of attenuating the
shock, a single bolt was fired in the center location
using a high crushing force honeycomb absorber
(5.7 ]b/ftE). The results of this test are presented
in Figure IV.A.I-12.
To continue the :=tudy of attenuation character-
istics, shot 5 was conducted using explosive nuts
r_ther th_n explosive bolts. The 5.7 ib/rt 3 honey-
comb absorbers were again used.
r_:e results of shots i and 5 are compared in
figures IV.A.I-2 tkrou_h IV.A.I-Ii.
J
DESCRIPTION 07 DATA
Figures IV.A.1-2 through IVoA.l-12 present 27
shock spectra for the three zests described above as



















2 ptich, 2 roll
2 yaw, 3 roll
3 pitch, 3 yaw
1X pitch, 1X yaw
1B pitch, 3B yaw
5B ptich, 6 yaw
6 roll, 7 pitch
7 roll, 7 yaw





EXPLOSIVE BOLT (BOOSTEH SEPAP_kTION )
_IG[IRE IV.A.I-I
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PRIME PARACHUTE HATCH SEPARATION TESTS
DESCRIPTION OF _VENTS
Six hatch separation tests were conducted, and
some of the resulting shock spectra for shots 2
through 6 are presented. The important differences
among the attenuation devices employed from test to
test are cited in Table IV.A.2-1.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
Fifty-nine shock spectra are presented























LORD Mounts and Pyrotex




Lower attach points of
recovery c_n were riveted
and LORD mounts were again
used at the upper attach
points
Layers of fairprene at
equipment beam's primary
mounting points
Pyrotex inserts at equip-
ment beam's prima_'ily
athach points and rubber






















































Shock No.s Accel. No.s
5, 6 ]C2
2, 3 2 pitch
2, 3 3 roll
4 3B yaw
4, 5 5 roll
5 5 pitch
2, 3 6 roll
2, 3 7 roll
2, 3 7 pitch
2, 3 7 yaw
5, 6 7B roll
5, 6 7B yaw
4 9 roll
3 9 yaw























































































































PRIME [IROGUE CHUTE EOECTIO?I MORTOR TESTS
Four firings of the drogue mortar were oer-
formed. No data were obtained from the first
firing, and only partial data were obtained from the
second firin_ due to accelerometer sensitivity
settings. The 25 shock spectra obtained for shots 2,
3, and 4 are presented in Figures IV_A.3-1 through
IV.A.3-8 as indexed in Table IV.A.3-1.
%$4
fABLE IV.A.3-1
I_;DEX OF DATA LOCATIONS
Figure Shot No.s Accel. No.s
Graph 2








































































PRIM____WDROGUE CHUT_ .UEPAR;_TION TESTS
Shock dat_ are presented for four firings of
the drogue disconnect hardware and for one functional
disconnect test. In all tests the separation nut
configu_'ation shown in Figure IV.A._+-I produced the
pyrotechnic shock activity. Shots I, 2 _nd 3
and the functional test were performed on the standard
configuration; however, shot 6 made use of a Pyrotex
washer as a shock absorber to reduce the shock levels
at locations 1B and 2.
Figures IV.A._-2 through IV.A.4-15 present the




























































_ _/ P2ESSURE CARTRIDGE
LROG UE D ISC CN_C TAD__GWASHER





























































PYROTECHNIC SHOCK DATA COMPILED FOR
MARJNER (VENUS & MARS) '67 FLIGHT
ACCEPTANCE TESTS
PART IV. B
MARINER VKNUS 67 FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE PYROTECHNIC T_STS
PURPOSE OF TESTS
The objectives of the pyrotechnic shock acceptance
tests of the M67-1 (Mariner Venus) and M67-2 (Mariner V)
are listed below:
1. To initiate all pyro device_ on or near the space-
craft in the natural flight sequence in order to verify
the operation of the pyrotechnics and their associated
control systems.
2. To verify that the spacecraft operation was not
adversely affected by the detonation of the pyro_
technics.
3. To measure, record, and analyze the shock transients
at selected locations on the vehicle.
DESCRIPTION OF EVENTS
The test vehicles for these test _rograms were the
M67-1 and M67-2 spacecraft. The M67-1 flight acceptance
pyro test was conducted with the spacecraft in its flight
configuration _ecured atop the LMSC adapter and on the Agena
forw_?d equipment rack. The rack, in turn, was bolted to a
2-inch-thick steel plate. Prior to shroud V-band pyro release,
the test configuration was as shown in Figure IV.B-1. The
5_2
shroud was seca_ed to the adapter by a tensioned shroud V-band.
The spacecraft was also secured to the adapter with another
V-band, which secured the eight feet of the spacecraft to
eight mating surfaces on the adapter. Figure IV.B,2 shows
the adapter interfaces with both the shroud and the space-
craft.
The M67-1 test consisted of firing all six of
_he pyre devices on or near the spacecraft in the sequence
they would be fired during an actual mission. In addition,
the spring loaded umbilic_l door in the LMSC shroud was opened
fully and allowed to slam shut. Hence, the test program in-
cluded the following events:
1. Shroud V-band pyre release (initiates shroud separa-
tion from Agena booster) - Section IV.B.1.
2. Spacecraft V-band pyre release (initiates spacecraft
separation from Agena) - Section IV.B.2.
3. Solar panel deployment - Section IV.B.3.
4. Post injection propulsion system pyre 1 (PIPS].) -
Section IV.B.4.
5. Post injection propulsion system pyre 2 (PIPS2) -
Section IV.B.5.
6. High-gain antenna pointin_ angle change (APAC)
pyrotechnic - Section IV.B.6.





The test config_lation for the M67-2 was identical to
the M67-1, except for the sl_oud, which was omitted in M67-2
because there was no shroud V-band pyro event specified. In
addition, the M67-2 spacecraft adapter was not mounted on the
kgena forward equipment rack but was secured to a handling
fixture.
The M67-2 test sequence consisted of firing only those
pyros that would produce the maximum shock levels
throughout the spacecraft. From the experience gained in
the M67-1 tests, the events selected were:
1. Spacecraft V-band pyro release.
2. Solar panel deployment
3. APAC
All eveuts and their associated pyrotechnic devices
are discussed in greater detail along with the data pre-
sentation in Sections IV.B.1 through IV.B.7.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
The following information is characteristic of the data
prese_ited for each test event:
Type of shock spectra analyses














Figures IV.B-I through IV.B-5.
DESCRIPTION OF ACCELEROMETERS
Type: Endevco model 2225 _nd other Endevco models
having the frequency ranges indicated in Table
IV. B-I.
Location: Table IV.B-I and Figures IV.B-3 through
IV.B-5.
Axis of sensitivity: Table IV.B-I and Figures
IV. B-3 through IV. B-5
DE_3CRIPTION OF DATA _O_UISITION SYSTEM
Tape recorders: Ampex 1300 _ith Ampex ESIOO FM electronics
(flat to 20 K Hz.)
























Upper bus leg B Z
Adapter bay II Z
Adapter foot G Radial
Adapter foot C Tangertial
Adapter near F4 Z
Bus top leg B X
It It II It '_
" " " " Z
Bus top leg F X
,, ,, ,, ,, y
vv vv tv tt Z
Bus bottom leg B X
tl 11 11 11 y
_t It It 11 Z
Secondary Structure (near bay IV) Z
t! ft t$ tt tt








Solar panel 1 (lower center)
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M67-I SHROUD V-BAND RELEASE
One test of the shroud V-band release .'as con-
ducted for the M67-I ccnfiguration. The V-band py-
rotechnic rele:_se mechanism employed Js illustrated
in Fig,_re IV.B.I-I. Nineteen shock spectra for this
event are presented along with their corresponding
time histories in Figures IV.B.I-2 through IV.B.I-II
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M67 SPACECRAFT V-BAND RELEASE
One test of the spacecraft V-b__nd release was
conducted for both the M67-I and M67-2 configurations.
The V-band pyrotechnic release mechanism employed
is illustrated in Figure IV.B.2-1. Twenty-five shock
spectra for this event are presented along with their
corresponding time histories in Figures IV.B.2-2
























































































































































































































































M67 SOLAR PANEL DEPLOY EV_T
One test of the Solar Panel Deployment was con-
ducted for both the M67-I and M67-2. The deployment
mechanism was a pin-pulling device. Twenty-two
shock spectra for this event are presented along
with their corresponding time histories in Figures





















































































































































































M67-1 PIPS 1 EVENT
One test of the post injection proTulsions sysCem
pyro 1 was conducted for the M67-1. The pyrotechnic
employed was a pin-pulling device. Seventeen s}_ock
spectra for this event are presented along with their
corresponding time histories in Figares IV.B.4-1
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M67-1 PIPS 2 EVENT
One test of the post injection prop'alsion
system pyro 2 was conducted for the M67-1.
The pyrotechnic employed was a pin-pulling device.
Seventeen shock spectra for this event are preserted
along with their corresponding time hister_e_ _n
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S _CTION IV. B.6
M67 AP_\C EVENT
One firing of the high-gain antenna pointing
angle change pyrotechnic was conducted on both
M67-1 and M67-2. The pyrotechnic employed was a
pin-pulling device. Fifteen _hock spectra of this
event are presented along with their corresponding
time histories in Figures IV.B.6-1 through IV.B.6-8








































































































































M67-I UMBILICIL DOO{ SLAM EVENT
Two umbilical door slam tests were conducted
on the M67-I configuration. The spring loaded um-
bilical door in the LHSC shroud was opened fully
and allowed to slam shut. Although this was not
a pyrotechnic event, it wa considered important to
ascertain the mechanical shock level_ produced in
the Mariner vehicle due to the door slam event°
Seventeen shock spectra envelopes of _his event
are presented alo:_g ,.,ithtypical time histories
as Figures IV.B.7-1 through IV.B.7-9 as indexed
in Table IV.B.7-1
C_L] IV.Bo7-]
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PYROTECHNIC SHOCK DATA CORPILED FOR
SURVEYOR PYROTECHNIC ACCEPTANCE TESTS
i
PART IV. C
SHOCK EV_T_ FROM SURVEYOR FLIGHTS
DESCRIPTION OF FLIGHT ARTICLES
Two different configurations of the Surveyor
vehicle were flown. The first two flights, designated
SD-1 and SD-2, were dynamic models of the operational
spacecraft as depicted in Figure IV.C.-1. Each con-
sisted of an operation-type spaceframe with dummy
components simulating the msss properties of those
items they represented. These spacecraft were the
same overall physical size as the operational vehicle,
being approximately 86 inches across at the widest
point (landing legs folded) and approximately lO0 inches
tall. The SD-1 spacecraft weighed approximately
1600 lb, and the SD-2 weighed approximately 2200 lbs,
which was the weight of the operational spacecraft.
The seven operational Surveyor spacecraft launches
that succeeded the _ynamic model flights were
designated $C-1 through SC-7 and had the configura-
tion depicted in Figure IV.C.-2.
DK3CRIPTION OF EVENTS
Shock data were recorded _nd reduced for
all the transiemt events associated with each surveyor
flight. Section IV.C.1 through IV.C.5 present
data for the events listed below:
I) Atlas/Centaur Separation (Section iV.C.I)
2) Shroud Separation (Section IV,C.2).
3) Insullation Panel Jettison (Section IV.C.3)
4) OmniAntenna Deploy (Section IV.C.4)
5) Other Shockh_ent_ o£ a non-pyrotechnic
nature (Section IV.C.5)
Accompanyingthe data in each section is a brief
description of the particular event aad the pyro-
technic involved.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
The following information is representative
of the data reduction for all the data in Sections
IV.C.1 through IV.C.5.
Type of analysis digital
Sample rate Table IV.C.-2
Frequency range Table IV.C.-1
Frequency increments Table IV.C.-2
Damping Q = 20
DESCRIPTION OF ACCE_LEROMETERS
Location_: Table IV.C.I and FigL're IV.C.3
Axis Sensitivity: Table IV.C.I
629
iCOMMZNTS
Because these data were t_ken from flioht events,
Part IV.C could have been presented in Division V.
Also since the pyrotechnics for the various flight
events are conventioLal, some of the data might just
as well have been presented in Parts I.C and II.C.
Whenever a data sheet shows several spectra
and one time history, the time history is "typical"
for all the spectra and is not necessarily associated

















































50 points over the
frequency r_nge pre-
sent on plots
__O points oe_ ]ec_de
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_IG,JNm IV.C.I. SURVEYOR DYNAMIC MODEL
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The Atlas/Centaur Separation utilized two cir-
cumferential strands of FLS_ at 15 grains per foot.
This FL_qC consisted of RDX core having a burning
velocity of 6000 meters per second. The 15 shock
spectra and 7 time histories for this event are
presented in Figures iV.C.l-1 through IV.C.1-4
as indexed in Table IV.C.l-1.
ITABLEIV.C.I-I
INDEXOFDATACO!,[TAINEDIN THIS SECTION
















































The Surveyor Shroud Separation involved the use
of 16 pyro latch assemblles. Each latch consisted
of a dual cartridge separation nut. The nut and
pressure cartridge specifications _'e shown below:
Separation nut - Part Number 939321 manufactured
by Hi Shear Corporation
Pressure Cartridge - Part Number 939693
manufactured by Hi Shear
Corporation
This section presents ll shock spectra along with 4
of the corresponding time histories for this event







































INSULLATION PANEL JETTISON EVENT
The data presented in this section includes
14 shock spectra and 7 of the corresponding time
histories for the Centaur Insulation Panel Jettison
events during the Surveyor flights. FLSC and MDF
were the pyrotechnics used to jettison the panels.
The pyrotechnic configuration employed in the
Surveyor mission was identical to that discussed
in Section I.A.6, Centaur Insullation Panel
Jettison Tests. Reference to this section is made
for a more detailed description of the pyrotechnic
event. The data are presented Jn Figures IV.C.3-1



























































OMNI ANTENNA L:_LOY EVENT
This section presents iO shock spectra along
with 4 of the corresponding time histories for the
Surveyor OKNI Antenna Deploy e_ent. These data are





































The data presented in this section includes 21
shock spectra and 9 time histories for Surveyor flight
events that were not of pyrotechnic origin. These
data describe the shock produced by the t_7o main
engine cutoff evento, the landing gear extension,
and landinN gear lock events. These shock spectra are
presented along with thei- corresponding time histories



















CA 7720 SC-5, -6, -7 IV.C.5-1
CA 7720 SC-5, -6, -7 IV.C.5-1
CY 540 SC-1 IV.C.5-2
CY 520 SC-1, -3, -4 IV.C.5-2
CA 7720 SC-5, -6 IV.C.5-3
CA 7730 SC-5, -6 IV.C.5-3
CY 520 SC-I, -3, -4 IV.C.5-4
CA 7720 SC-5, -6 IV.C.5-5



























FOREWORD TO DIVISION V
D_vision V contains pyrotechnic shock data from
four flight tests. Due to the limitations of telemetry
s?stems the amount of data is small, totaling 41 spec-
tra for the four sections. These four sections were
organized into a separate division to show the







V.I Flight of Lunar Orbiters
I and II-Shroud Jettison
V.2 Flight Test of Delta Vehicle
(TOS-A)-Solid Motor and
Fairing Jettison
V.3 Flight Test of Delta Vehicle
43 (BIOS-A)-Spacecraft
Separation
V.4 Flight Test of Delta Vehicle
51 (BIOS-B)-Spacecraft
Separation and Fairin 8
Jettison









FLIGHT OF Lb_AR ORBITERS I AND II-SHROUD JETTISON
DESCRIPTION OF EVENT
During the course of Lunar Orbiter flights I and II,
standard Atlas-Agena pyrotechnics were used to separate
and jettison an over the nose fairing to expose the
orbiter.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA















Table V.I-I and Figure V.I-I
COMMENTS
Three contacts, were made in an effort to obtain
additional information regarding these events; however,
the description above was all that could be learned.
665
• !
From _omparing the frequency l£mZts to which the data
are presented with the frequency information in Table V.I-I,








































































































PLIGHT TEST OF DELTA VEI_ICLE 41 ..... TOS-A
DESCRIPTION OF EVENTS
During the flight of Delta Vehicle 41, there wer_ two
notable pyrotechnic events for which some data were availa-
ble:
I) solid motor jettison (explosive bolts)
2) fairing jettison (explosive bolts)
Fairing jettison was initiated Ly the detonation of six
explosive bolts at the separation plane. This released the
six _iternately spaced, preloaded spring actuators which
imparted a relative velocity to the fairing. Figures V.2-1
and V.2-2 indicate the locations of the solid motors, the
fairing, the separation plcne, and the accelerometers.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
Solid Motor Jettison Event
No. of time histories
° Duration











40 points per octave
671
Damping Q=I0
Thesedata aze presented with their corresponding time
histories as Figures V.2-3 through V.2-6
Fairing Jet _ison
No. of time histories
Duration












40 points per octave
Q=I0
These shock spectra are presented with their corresponding
time histories as Figure V.2-6
DESCRIPTION OF PYROTEC}hNIC
Six explosive bolts for the fairing jettison event. See
Figure V.2-2 for ioca=ion.
DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE
Figures V.2-1 and V.2-2
DESCRIPTION OF ACCELERO_TERS
Type: Table V.2-2
Location and axis of sensitivity: Table V.2-2 and Figures
V.2-1 and V.2-2 I
672
DESCP_IPTION OF DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
FM telemetry
COMMENTS
Due to the limitations of the accelerometers used, the














Duration of Fre_uenc_ Figure
Time History Used _ Number
in Shock Spectrum (limited by telemetry)
Analysis (seconds)
Solid Motor Jettison Event
0.9 1.0-ii0 }Iz V.2-3
0.9 1.0-160 Hz V.2-3
0.9 1.0-200 Hz V.2-4
0.7 1.0-300 }{z V.2-4
0.9 1.0-350 Hz V.2-5
Fairing Jettison Event
0.8 1.0-300 Hz V.2-6
1.0 1.0-350 Hz V.2-6


















sta. 47.2 Statham Strain Gauge
quad. 1-IV Model A404TC-2
Valid Range=O-50 Hz
sta. 47.2 Statham Strain Gauge
quad. 1-IV Model A404TC-2
Valid Range=0-50 }Lz
sta. 44.8 CEC Strain Gauge
quad. I-II Valid Range=0-40 Hz
cress beam Statham Strain Gauge
intersec. Model A404TC-2














FM-3-14 and FM-3-15 /






































































































FLIGNI TLS'f OF DIILTA VSHICLE 43-BIOS-A
OLSCi_IPTION OF EVE_Tf
During the flight of Delta Vehicle 43,
t_o transient responses _Jere obsurved at space-
craft separation. These transients were attrib-
uted to i) a combination of explosive bolt
detonation and explosive nut impact within its
retainer and 2) bottoming of the actuator
springs upon release. _igure V.3-1 illustrates
the locations of the four explosive bolts
atternately spaced with the four actuator springs.
DESCRIPTION OF DATA
Seven accelerometers were prepared to monitor
this eveL,t; however, accelerometer }>[-3-13 failed
to transmit data earlier in the flight. !he other
six accelerometer in the separation region
produced useful data depicting both events.
No. of time histories
Duration










30 _oints per octave
0 = I0
Thenceshock spectra are presented with their





Diameter = 58 inches
Weigi_t = 940 pounds
See Figures V.3.-I and V.3-2
DESCRIPTION OF ACCELEROMETERS
• , , , -- _
Locations: Table V.3-1 and Figure V.3-2








Location Sensitive Frequency .Fimure
Axis Ra___ee Number
FM-3-il Sta. 115 Tangential 660 Hz V .3-3
E_-3-12 Sta. 115 '_adial 900 Hz V.3T4
E_-3-14 Sta. i01 Radi_l 1600 Hz V.3-5
EI-3-15 Sta. i01 Tangential 2500 Hz V.3-6
K_-3-16 Sta. 101 Thrust 5000 Hz v.3-7
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FLIGHT TEST OF DELTA VERICLE 51-BIOS-B
DESCRIPTION OF EVENT
Du_ing the flight of l_elta Vehicle 51, there were two
notable pyrotechnic events:
i) Fairing Jettison (explosive bolts)
2) Spacecraft separation (explosive bolts)
The shock excitation imparted to the spacecraft
adapter results from detonatioa of the six fairing explosive
bolts and impact of each fairing half against the pivot
brackets. This impact velocity was produced by six
alternately spaced, preloaded spring actuators. The
location of the fairing is indicated in Figure V.4-1.
During spacecraft separation, two distinct transients
responses were observed. These transients were attributed
to i) a combination of explosive bolt detonation an_
explosive nut impact witlLiu i_s retainer and 2) bottoming
of the a. toator springs upon release. Figure V.4-2 ill-
ustrates the locations of =he four explosive bolts alternately





No. of time histories
Duration









30 points per octave
Q = 10
These shock spectra are presented along with their
corresponding tinge histories as Figures V.4-3 through
V.4-5.
Spacecraft Separation Event (Explusive bolts and
actuator s_rings)
No. of time histories
Ouration


















































































Figure V.4-1 Accelerometer Loca=ions on the Delta Vehicle #51-BIOS-B
696
YAW AXIS
AFPRCX EIEVATION I'0SIICN OF FM 5-A AND
APPROX ELEVATION POST!ON OF _ 3-10, FN 5-11
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SECTION B-B










(Rotated 90 deg ccw)
SECTION A-_L
V["_ LOCKI'.'_GA_
(_c_ated 155 deg ccw)
Figure V.4-2. Location of Accele_ometers and Pyrotechnic
697
The numberof shock spectra quoted for this event includes
a spectrum for ho_.]_the explosive bolt and actuator spring
portions of the event for each of the five measurements.
A careful examination of these Lime histories wl]l
reveal both portions of the event. These shock spectra
and their corresponding time histories are presented as
Figure V.4-6 through V.4-10.
DESCRIPTION OF PYROTECHNIC
llt m ,
Explosive bolts for both events.
DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURE
Figure V._-! and V.4-2
DESCRIPTION OF ACCELEROIIETERS
'[ype: Endevco (_iodel unknown)
Locations and Axis of Sensitivity: Table V.4-1
and Figures V.4-1 and V.4-2
COI5tENT S
Notice that the data for the spacecraft separation
includes a shock spectrum for both the separation event
and the actuator spring release event. Althou-_h
tile time histories are difficult to read, those for

























































































































































































LOCATION OF ADDITIONAL FLIGHT DATA
The Surveyor data presented in Part IV.C is all
flight data and might well be compared winh the other data
in Division V to provide a more complete description of the
characteristics to be associated with flight shock data.
707
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